Informasi is an academic journal that centered on communication, is open and welcoming to contributions from the many disciplines and approaches that meet at the crossroads that is communication study. We are interested in scholarship that crosses disciplinary lines and speaks to readers from a range of theoretical and methodological perspectives. In other words, Informasi will be a forum for scholars when they address the wider audiences of our many sub-fields and specialties, rather than the location for the narrower conversations more appropriately conducted within more specialized journals.

Informasi published twice a year (June and December) in English. This journal, serving as a forum for the study of communication in Indonesia and other parts of the world within its local and challenging global context, supports focused studies of a particular themes and interdisciplinary studies. Informasi has become a medium of diffusion and exchange of ideas and research findings, so much so that researchers, writers, and readers from various traditions of learning have interacted in a scholarly manner.
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